
Upgrading the Philips CD723 Player 
Anyone who has visited Richer Sounds group of shops, will have noticed quite a large stock lot  
of discontinued CD players in their window with prices from starting from around £50 upwards. 
One of these players currently under the discontinued hammer is the renowned CD723 by Philips, 
selling for a miniscule sum of around £80, the player represents a machine that is well designed, 
excellent reliability history and has the capability of playing a vast selection of discs including CDR 
and CDRW with excellent tracking performance. 
 
Over the past 8 years, I have been instrumental in persuading many UK manufacturers to use these 
series of machines as a basis for their higher quality CD players and CD transports, and thought that 
this would be an ideal opportunity to share some of my knowledge of the tricks of the trade on how to 
really extract some of the best from this machine. 
 
Also, recently, the circle has received quite a few emails from members who have purchased this 
machine and wanted to know how to extract a higher performance from this very cheap machine. 
 
How to start. 
One of the problems with working with commercially manufactured equipment is to understand the 
cost cutting exercise that goes on within these big companies walls, that allow a machine such as this 
to be sold at a much lower price than expected and this is where we have the advantage in many 
ways.    
Overall the Philips machine has a very good mechanism with its main operational electronics 
reflecting the vast number of years of experience in designing high quality products, but as always 
with units that need to be cost-effective, the requirement to not put the best components that one 
could use in certain sections is more important than sound quality. 
With this in mind we can reverse the some of these and provide an excellent machine for 
experimentation, also in consideration that the player is very cheap by Philips standards effectively 
means that if irreparable damage has been done, the unit can be simply thrown away and a new one 
bought. 
So where do we start, well this is easy. 
   
The Case. 
As with everything in this price range, a normal pressed steel box usually of a double ‘U’ shape 
construction is used and Philips are no exception, but at least in this case, the construction allows for 
a relatively solid construction when all the fixing screws are in position.  
To improve on the existing casework, we need to dampen the resonances of the base and top cover 
of the chassis to make it less susceptible to outside influences. 
          
The normal dampening material that I have used in the past has been something used for cars and 
speaker cabinets alike, this being bituminous tar panels, these panels are usually sold in 12” square 
sheets of around 3-6mm thick and in quantity packs of 10, for which one pack will be more than 
sufficient for our needs. 
 
Disassembling the player. 
This is the trick part, so follow the instructions detailed below very carefully for which I have taken 
from the actual service manual of the player. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

       
        
       
The removal of the top cover requires a   Gently prise the two side panels away from the 
Torx.10 screwdriver to take out the 7 screws.          chassis, whilst lifting the front (1)and pulling the t
       top cover backwards (2). 



You will now see the player’s internal works identical to that shown below, you will notice that there 
are large gaps of bare chassis that can be damped with the tar panels, these are in no real order. 
 
               Plastic wire support  
 
 
Base area with 
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Underneath the AF board 
Underneath 
mains transformer 
 
It is NOT recommended that you place any damping material underneath the CD module. 
 
 
Removal of the AF board. 
Releasing of the AF board is extremely easy and as we want to do some modifications to this board 
anyway, this is the ideal opportunity to do this area first. 
Remove the two screws securing the sockets on the inner rear panel and a third screw in one corner 
of the board, you will also see a plastic wire support which holds some of the cables, untwist this and 
the AF board can be gently lifted away from the chassis. 
Gently remove the three connectors and make a visual note on a piece of paper to where these 
connectors go to and which was round.  
 
Once all the areas on the base chassis have been damped with the tar panels, finish the damping off 
by adding a few panels on the inside of the top cover, but take care not to place these panels close to 
the edges of the top cover otherwise the cover will not seat fully when you want to re-assemble. 
 
Modifying the AF board. 
The AF board is the most important pcb in the player, it serves to provide the power supplies,  
dac / audio stages and interconnects every other board together. 
Changes on this board is dependant upon what you decide you need done, we will deal with general 
improvements such as the power supply and audio stages with an additional (more complicated) 
upgrade of providing a better digital output. 
 
There are several ways that this board and indeed the player can be modified for better performance, 
but beware, a mistake here could spell disaster for the player, so extreme care and multiple checking 
is necessary here. 
 
           AF pcb overlay 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Improvements to power supply.  Take care with this board, very fragile 
 
 
 
   
           FL display supply. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
            

 Main +5V supply. 
 
 
 
 
           Standby switching. 
           
 
 
 
PSU Schematic. 
 
First we change the 1N4003 rectifier diodes (D6253-6256) with UF4002, the change to fast diodes  
reduces the power supply noise floor created by the standard diodes originally used.  
Bypass the 4700uF main 10V reservoir with a 0.1µF polyester capacitor to improve filtering of HF 
noise from the mains, also short out R3260 as this only serves to protection against excessive main 
input voltage and if the unit is used in the country of origin, there’s no problems here. 
Change C2258 (3300µF) to 4700µF, this balances the loading of the mains transformer windings and 
allows for a slightly higher current dissipation. 
 
Next, connect a resistor of 1K between pins 2 and 3 of the 7805 regulator, this provides the correct 
current feedback biasing for the regulator and ensures that neither the zener diode nor the regulator  
over-dissipates under short circuit loads. 
 
Isolation of power supply sections. 
The most obvious upgrade in the power supply section involves the separation of the supply rails, 
regulating the +/-10V supplies to the servo electronics and motors, also separating the +5V supply 
into multiple dedicated Supplies for microprocessor, dac and main CD module. 
 
This can be done very easily if you wish to change the mains transformer or separate the windings 
into multiple transformers, the windings for each section are as follows; 
 
12 –0 – 12V for servo, rectified to +/- 18V and then regulated to +/- 10V, the 10V regulation can be 
the same in concept as the circuit used for the main +5V supply but with a 5.6V zener diode in place 
of the standard diode. 
I would recommend that you use 4700uF reservoir capacitors and  heatsinked 7805 / 7905 regulators 
with the zener diodes rated at 1.5A, its is also preferred that the regulators be metal tab TO220 types 
of 1 to 2A rating. 
 
0 – 8V for the main digital electronics, with 4700uF or greater reservoir and good quality voltage 
regulators (metal tab types of 1 – 2A rating). 
 
If you prefer to isolate the main +5V system by a dedicated rectifier / reservoir / regulator circuitry, 
you must ensure that this power supply starts up at the same time as the original circuitry. 
 
 



Improvements to dac stage. 
And now for the fun bit. 
 
Below is the first half of the schematic for the dac and audio stages, we will deal with the simple 
modifications first and expand to more complicated issues later.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The first change is so simple that it makes me wonder why Philips did not do this mod in the first 
place, as it costs nothing. 
On the input lines to the dac, you will notice three resistors (R3502,3503,3504), these are set at 100Ω 
which has the tendency to increase the jitter on the signals to the dac and also bend the top half of 
the waveforms going into the dac. 
Changing these resistors to 22Ω will not only improve the conversion by reducing the jitter, but will 
also improve the wave shape and with the additional modifications to the audio stages, improvements 
of the players noise floor to well below –100dB. 
 
If you wish to employ a dedicated regulator for the dac, this can be easily done but no real benefit will 
result sonically as the improvements to the regulator and power supplies have already improved the 
power supply impedance.  
 
Improvements to the audio stages. 
 
Here decisions must be made. 
Whether this machine is to serve as a transport or a player. 
With a transport mod the dac and audio circuit can be removed or left as is, more information on other 
areas of improvement in this mode will be described later. 
 
For a player, then follow the instructions detailed below.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Player modifications. 
We now start with the simple mods and work to more intricate changes later. 
 
Removal of the 1n ceramic capacitors (C2529, 2530), these were added by the designers as an effort 
to reduce the HF noise level, but in reality did nothing, so get rid of them.  
 
The circuit below, I instructed Philips 2 years ago to implement, sadly the unit modifications only 
served as an exercise to show that simple improvements could be done that enhanced the audio 
performance of this player substantially. 
I will detail out the changes so they can be implemented simply and effectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
First, change the op-amp (NJM4560D) to a NE5532 ( Signetics type only), this improved the sound 
performance over the much faster NJM that seems to get confused by out of band noise. 
Changing the integrator capacitor (C2509,2510) from 220pF ceramic to 470pF polystyrene improved 
the mid-band to top detail and also improved the –80dB waveshape.  
Changing the output capacitors (C2511, 2512) from 47µF to 10µF (low ESR or bipolar type) speeds 
up the bass end of the player but still allows it to reproduce very low frequencies and bypassing these 
capacitors with 0.22µF Polyester 63V improves the speed of the upper bass amongst other areas. 
 
Out of band filtering. 
One area that always bugged the player in reviews was its poor performance in the rejection of out of 
band signals, the out of band signals caused a ringing effect in the upper frequency response that 
Could not be addressed by any simple means until the op-amp was changed. 



Once the op-amp’s ability to handle the out of band signals was done, I paid my attention to the out of 
band signals and incorporated a simple RLC notch filter on the output to reduce these to an 
acceptable level, the 470µH choke was a standard axial Philips type and the 820pF was a 
polystyrene type. 
 
The affect of this new audio stage and the additional filtering improved the player substantially, with 
the ability to visually see (with a good 100mHz scope) a –90dB waveform and a measured noise floor 
of –105dB with a dynamic range of almost –110dB (analyzer measured). 
Sonically, without any power supply modifications, the audio mods improve the machine to a much 
higher level and one person stated that it could be sold easily for £300.  
 
Additional improvements. 
The performance of the audio stage can be improved further by reducing the DC offset of the 
integrating op-amp, this can be done in two ways. 
The simple version is to provide an inverted DC voltage to the input of the – input of the op-amp and 
grounding the + terminal, this allows fine offset control but will eventually drift. 
The more elaborate version is to add a DC servo control wrapped around an op-amp, this controls 
the DC to a very low level. 
 
The inclusion of a DC control allows us to remove the output capacitors and feed the output directly 
into the filter network, thereby improving the sound further. 
 
For ideas on this, please email me.       
 
One final note in this section, if the headphone socket is not to be used, disconnect the lead on the 
AF board, this improves the audio performance by removing the extra loading of the connecting 
cable.  
 
Transport only modifications. 
The modifications listed below require additional work to be carried out to the CD module, this are is 
very tricky as the board is very fragile, so if you undertake the following, please take extreme care. 
 
To improve the digital output signal we need to remove certain capacitors on the CD module, now I 
will underline this most severely, THIS IS A DIFFICULT TASK, please think before you undertake this 
mod.   
 
The digital output signal from the decoder chip on the CD module has three components that need to 
be removed to allow a high level digital signal to emerge from this board and these are detailed on 
the following picture. 
 
We need to remove (cutout) C2890 and R3897, and short R3896. 
Shorting R3896 is easily done by linking on the underside of the board, but the other components 
need to be removed fully by lifting out the CD module pcb.  
 
To remove the CD module pcb, we need to first remove it from the player, this is done by undoing 2 
screws on the sides of the module that secure it to the chassis, once this is done, we need to 
unsolder the grounding capacitor that connects between the board and the chassis mount. 
 
Once the unit is free, gently move the module upward and backwards until the module is free, gently 
remove and note the connecting leads, and you are now free to move this unit to another area for 
modification. 
 
To remove the CD module pcb, requires a little gentle strength, you will notice when the module is 
turned over that the pcb is secured by a single screw and also the molding of the module itself. 
Once this screw is removed you will need to gently push the back of the module molding away to 
allow the board to be removed, this requires a modicum of strength but most of all, the board must 
not be allows to move more than 20mm away from its molding, otherwise damage to the laser ribbon 
cable will result. 
Once the board is free, all that is needed now is to gently separate the board sufficient to get the 
cutters inside and snip the two components off (I told you this was tricky). 



CD module pcb layout, track side. 

 
 
Once the new link is in place, you should be able to see a good clean waveform coming out of the 
digital pins of the module with power connected and a disc in place.  
Now to finish off, all we need is the new digital output drive circuit. 
 
 
 
           From CD module 
 
 
 
  
 
This modification is very easily done on the AF board and allows a very high performance digital 
output signal to be fed to an outboard dac. 
 
Well I hope you enjoyed my little expedition into the CD723, the modifications that have been done 
allow for a much higher performance that originally expected, as a transport with minimal 
modifications and chassis damping, the unit can safely hold its head up against units costing 4 times 
its price, with all the mods the unit exceeds £700 players very easily. 
 
However, if there are any questions, please email me.   CF. 
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